Back end developer
Do you dream about building microservices, scalable architecture and continuous
deployments? Great! We are looking for you, a back-end developer who wants to
contribute creating awesome customer products using our already developed speech to
text engines. We are Zoom Media and we build speech to text applications which help
our customers in various countries manage their daily workflow.
What you will do?
As a backend developer, you’ll work on our customer products that’s serving customers
in Holland and will soon be released in France. You will be working with our front-end
developers and marketing team to continuously improve the user experience based on
client feedback. The development team works from a brand-new office in Casablanca but
works closely with colleagues in Holland.
Qualifications
We are looking for a developer that is comfortable with NodeJS or Typescript, Python,
Docker and can navigate their way in our existing application. You find challenges in
improving the security, stability, scalability and maintainability. Together with your team
members, you constantly look for ways on how this all can be improved.
Minimum qualifications
● Bachelor in computer science or similar through (proven) working experience.
● 5+ years or working with script languages as, NodeJS, Typescript, Python, Docker and
the Linux shell;
● 2+ years of work experience building secure online API’s;
● Strong understanding of Git and continuous deployment;
● Good knowledge of microservice architectures;
● Proven experience in building scalable applications and API’s;
● You speak fluent English and are happy to in an international environment.
Preferred qualifications
● Experience with C++, Machine Learning, Docker and the Linux shell;
● Experience with large datasets, SQL and NOSQL databases.
What we offer you
● An entrepreneurial and fun work environment;
● Opportunity to initiate your own projects
● Time set aside for experimenting with new technologies.
● Amazing office in the center of Casablanca

